
10 films

Raffle prizes

Beer and wine

An insider's look at

conservation in your

community!

 
Support local lands and waters by purchasing your tickets today! 

greatpeninsula.org

(360) 373-3500

info@greatpeninsula.org

DECEMBER  14  |  DOORS  OPEN  AT  12PM

SHOWTIME  1PM

THE  HISTORIC  ROXY  THEATRE

Brothers of Climbing

Hear the Call: Salmon Nation

Sky Migrations



Film Name Synopsis

A New View of the 

Moon

Become reacquainted with awe alongside strangers interacting with a telescope trained on the moon. Watch as Wylie 

Overstreet takes a telescope around the streets of Los Angeles to give passersby an up-close look at a familiar object: 

a new view of the moon.

Blue Carbon

Blue carbon is carbon that's captured and stored by coastal wetlands, helping to mitigate climate change. This film is 

about mud and the multiple benefits that estuaries provide for us. "You never go into a wetland and just restore one 

benefit," says wetlands ecologist John Rybczyk. It improves water quality, provides salmon habitat, protects our 

shorelines, and also benefits our climate.

Brothers of Climbing

How can you be what you can’t see? Mikhail Martin, co-founder of Brothers of Climbing said, “I literally typed, ‘Are 

there black climbers?’ in Google … someone said, ‘black people don’t climb.'” A small group of climbers began to 

challenge that thought. The Brothers of Climbing is a crew that's making the climbing community more welcoming. 

Watch to see how they created a community where one wasn’t.

Grizzly Country

After serving in the Vietnam War, author and eco-warrior Doug Peacock spent years alone in the Wyoming and 

Montana wilderness observing grizzly bears. This time in the wild changed the course of his life. With the protection of 

Yellowstone grizzlies now under threat, Peacock reflects on the importance of habitat and why he continues to fight 

for wild causes.

Hear the Call: Salmon 

Nation

In Hear the Call: Salmon Nation , singer Ashleigh Ball of Hey Ocean! travels with filmmaker Josh Thome to the remote 

coast of British Columbia where marine biologist Alexandra Morton and First Nations Chief Ernest Alfred are on the 

front lines of a battle that will decide the fate of wild salmon and the entire coastal ecosystem that depends on them.

March of the Newts
 Follow one of the forest's funkiest creatures into a gangly gathering of amphibious affection... and learn how you can 

help protect these sensitive animals from an emerging disease.

Our National Parks 

belong to everyone. So 

why are they so white?

Only 20 percent of visitors to National Parks are people of color. As the broader conservation movement continues to 

struggle with diversity and inclusion, many worry that the Trump administration will only make things worse. Watch 

our video to learn about the troubling history of public lands and to meet the conservationists of color who are trying 

to change the parks' future.

Think Like a Scientist: 

Renewal

Featuring an emerging young scientist from the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe, Renewal  is a heart-warming story of 

transformation and restoration. Produced with HHMI Tangled Bank Studios, this film is part of HHMI's Think Like A 

Scientist  series. It follows up on Producer Jessica Plumb's award-winning feature, Return of the River , which 

chronicled the largest dam removal in history.

Sky Migrations

Each fall, our skies fill with the wings of migrating raptors, a migration that relies on two hemispheres worth of wild 

and healthy ecosystems. Join ecologist and filmmaker, Charles Post, as he shines a light on the network of back 

country scientists and sentinels at the front lines of raptor conservation.

A Letter to Congress

Wallace Stegner’s 1960 letter to Congress about the importance of wilderness is the framework for a new message, 

one in which our unified voice can help prevent the transfer of our most valuable heritage— our public lands— to 

private and corporate interests.

December 14th at the Historic Roxy Theatre, 1-2:30

Support local lands and waters by buying your tickets today at greatpeninsula.org!




